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promoting constituents of pomegranates, nuts and berries. These unique
polyphenols undergo metabolism by intestinal bacteria to small, highly
absorbable metabolites called urolithins, which mediate the widely acclaimed
health benefits of pomegranates and other ellagitannin-rich foods.11,12
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AACD is the common, time-related deterioration in the way our cells
Owing to variations in gut microbiota, not everyone can generate UA after

function as we age, which often begins in our 40s and accelerates in

consuming these foods. Even with the right conversion “metabotype,”

our 60s. While aging is a complex process involving many physical

intestinal extraction of UA from ellagitannins is incomplete, unpredictable

changes, new advances in scientific discovery have brought a wealth of

and impeded by aging, making oral UA—a universally absorbed molecule—

understanding about why we age, what cellular processes change with

appropriate for precise dosing and evidence-based use.16,17 Not surprisingly,

age, and the important role cellular health plays in how we age.
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models of aging, diminished mitophagy is linked to fatigue and decreased

Energy not only drives our daily activities—it ensures the health and longevity of

strength.8 Sluggish mitophagy plays a newly appreciated etiological role in

our trillions of cells. Conversion of food molecules into usable fuel occurs in tiny

age-associated cellular decline, particularly in skeletal muscle.

energy factories called mitochondria. Historically dubbed in textbooks as the
“energy powerhouses” and the “hub of energy metabolism,” these organelles
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models of aging, diminished mitophagy is linked to fatigue and decreased

Energy not only drives our daily activities—it ensures the health and longevity of

strength.8 Sluggish mitophagy plays a newly appreciated etiological role in

our trillions of cells. Conversion of food molecules into usable fuel occurs in tiny

age-associated cellular decline, particularly in skeletal muscle.

energy factories called mitochondria. Historically dubbed in textbooks as the
“energy powerhouses” and the “hub of energy metabolism,” these organelles
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four weeks of UA supplementation in healthy elderly subjects improved muscle
mitochondrial gene expression and fatty acid oxidation.12 UA supplementation
resulted in improved mitochondrial function comparable to a 10-week aerobic
exercise regimen, as measured by decreases in plasma acylcarnitine.13‡

muscles and driving other hallmarks of aging.6,7 For instance, in preclinical
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W H AT I S U R O L I T H I N A ?
Urolithin A is a metabolite of ellagitannins and ellagic acid—major health-
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promoting constituents of pomegranates, nuts and berries. These unique
polyphenols undergo metabolism by intestinal bacteria to small, highly
absorbable metabolites called urolithins, which mediate the widely acclaimed
health benefits of pomegranates and other ellagitannin-rich foods.11,12
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Urolithins
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AGE ASSOCIATED CELLULAR DECLINE (AACD)

18.

AACD is the common, time-related deterioration in the way our cells
Owing to variations in gut microbiota, not everyone can generate UA after

function as we age, which often begins in our 40s and accelerates in

consuming these foods. Even with the right conversion “metabotype,”

our 60s. While aging is a complex process involving many physical

intestinal extraction of UA from ellagitannins is incomplete, unpredictable

changes, new advances in scientific discovery have brought a wealth of

and impeded by aging, making oral UA—a universally absorbed molecule—

understanding about why we age, what cellular processes change with

appropriate for precise dosing and evidence-based use.16,17 Not surprisingly,

age, and the important role cellular health plays in how we age.
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